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UTDT ADT Tires
The UTECH UTDT is designed to be a versatile pattern that delivers the performance you are looking for with your
articulated dump trucks, loaders and LHDs. It features a deep tread pattern with exceptional traction and excellent

cut resistance that makes it well adapted to working conditions in different applications.

Parts Details Of UTDT ADT Tires

Optimized lug and groove design offers powerful traction, extended wear resistance and improved
protection on belts:

 The optimized lug angle delivers powerful traction and uniform groove depth provides constant traction
throughout the whole life cycle.

 Grooves stone ejectors pushes out the stones trapped in the grooves, and protects the belts from drilling
damages.
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 The large and even contact area offers improved stability and operator comfort.

Extra impact resistance and load capacity enabled by reinforced tire architecture:

 High tensile steel belt package built in for better impact and puncture resistance.

 The robust casing is designed for higher load capacity, and it makes the tires retreadable, which optimizes tire
investment.

Reinforced tread base and thickened sidewall for better cut and puncture resistance:

 Super thick tread base is applied to increase the puncture resistance.

 The square shoulder design pushes debris aside and protects the sidewall from cuts and damages.

Spcifications of UTDT ADT Tires

Size
Star

Rating
TRA Code Rim

Section width Overall Diameter Tread Depth Load Index &

Speed Symbol
Type

in mm in mm 32nds mm

26.5R25 ★★ E4 22.00/3.0 26.5 673 70.79 1798 73 58 193B TL

29.5R25 ★★ E4 25.00/3.5 29.53 750 75.59 1920 76 60 200B TL

29.5R29 ★★ E4 25.00/3.5 29.53 750 77.76 1975 76 60 202B TL

35/65R33 ★★ E4 28.00/3.5 35.04 890 81.69 2075 79 62.5 207B TL
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